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Quantization condition of strongly correlated
electrons in oxide nanostructures
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Miho Kitamura2, Kohei Yoshimatsu 1 & Hiroshi Kumigashira 1,2✉

Some oxide nanostructures have recently been shown to host quantum well (QW) states

that are promising for quantum device applications by designing the wave function of their

strongly correlated electrons. However, it is unclear why QW states only appear in certain

oxides, limiting the possibilities of wave-function engineering. Here, we demonstrate that the

electron mean free path λ is one of the essential conditions to form standing waves of

strongly correlated electrons in oxide nanostructures. We have investigated the QW states

formed in SrTi1–xVxO3 (STVO) ultrathin films using in situ angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy. The controllability of λ in STVO while maintaining an atomically flat surface

and chemically abrupt interface enables us to examine the evolution of QW states with

varying λ. A detailed analysis reveals that the intensity of the QW states is almost linearly

correlated to λ and may disappear at the Ioffe–Regel criterion, corresponding to the nearest

neighbor inter-vanadium distance in STVO. Our findings provide design guidelines for

creating and controlling novel quantum phenomena in oxide nanostructures.
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Quantum confinement of strongly correlated electrons in
oxide artificial structures has provided an opportunity to
better understand the fundamental low-dimensional

phenomena of strongly correlated electron systems and attrac-
ted considerable interest for its potential technological application
in future oxide electronics1. Dimensionality reduction changes
the complex interaction among the spin, charge, and orbital
degrees of freedom of the correlated electrons, yielding unusual
quantum phenomena2–5. Recently, quantum-well (QW) states
have been clearly observed using angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) for some QW structures of correlated
conductive oxides such as SrVO3

6–10 and IrO2
11, as well as for

two-dimensional electron gas states in oxide semiconductors such
as SrTiO3

12–16, KTaO3
17,18, and anatase TiO2

19–21. Such use of
quantum confinement to form low-dimensional electronic states
provides a foundation for studying the behavior of strongly
correlated electrons under reduced dimensions, and for control-
ling the extraordinary physical properties of strongly correlated
oxides by designing the wave function of their strongly correlated
electrons9.

However, quantized states have not been observed in all con-
ductive correlated oxides. For example, quantized states did not
appear in QW structures (ultrathin films) of LaNiO3

22–25,
La1–xSrxMnO3

26, SrRuO3
27,28, and SrIrO3

29–31, even though they
appear in band-structure calculations where they show a subband
splitting that should be readily resolved in the experiment32. Thus,
it is essential to determine the conditions that result in realizing the
QW states in strongly correlated oxides. Since the QW states are
caused by the standing waves of electrons confined in space by a
potential well, which are characterized by the quantum number n,
that is, the number of half-wavelengths that span the well, the
appearance of QW states may closely be related to the mean free
path λ of the electrons, as well as the reflectivity of the electrons at
the potential walls (surface and interface). Assuming high reflec-
tivity at the surface and interface, the formation of the standing
waves may strongly depend on the relationship between λ and the
width of QW structure (layer thickness) L; when λ is comparable to
L, the standing waves (QW states) are formed25.

Recent ARPES studies on LaNiO3 ultrathin films demonstrated
the formation of two-dimensional electronic states (i.e., no kz
dependence of the band dispersions was observed) and the
occurrence of the dimensional crossover-driven metal-insulator
transition at a critical film thickness of a few monolayers
(MLs)22–25. However, although these behaviors at the lower
dimension are similar to the case of SrVO3

8, no QW states exist in
the LaNiO3 ultrathin films. Cappelli et al. reported that λ was
steeply reduced with decreasing L from 5ML and argued that the
reduction of λ explains the puzzling absence of QW states reported
in all previous ARPES experiments on LaNiO3 ultrathin films25.
However, a similar reduction of λ has also been observed in SrVO3

where the formation of QW states is clearly observed8, implying
that the absence of QW states in LaNiO3 originates from other
factors, such as the possible roughness and disorder at the surface
and interface. Thus, to clarify the condition for forming QW states
in conductive oxides, further research is required. In particular,
systematic control of λ, while maintaining the reflectivity at the
potential wall and L, is necessary to resolve the issue.

In this study, we selected SrTi1–xVxO3 (STVO) ultrathin films
epitaxially grown on Nb-doped SrTiO3 (Nb:STO) to investigate the
relationship between λ and the appearance of quantization states.
Our previous work has demonstrated that λ can be linearly con-
trolled by varying x in STVO33. Furthermore, STVO in film form
can be fabricated with an atomically flat and well-ordered
surface34–36 and a chemically abrupt STVO/Nb:STO interface37,38,
each of which is a precondition for quantum confinement
(see Supplementary Note 1). By adopting the STVO QW structures,

we examined the relationship between QW formation and λ, while
the fundamental structural factors remain fixed. We performed
in situ ARPES measurements of QW states formed at STVO
ultrathin films. With the reduction of x (λ), the second quantization
states (n= 2) become weaker and eventually almost vanish at
x= 0.6, whereas the first quantization states (n= 1) with a bulk-like
character remain to the end. The detailed analysis reveals the close
relationship between λ and the intensity of quantization states,
demonstrating that λ plays one of the essential roles in forming
quantization states in correlated conductive oxides.

Results
QW states in λ-controlled STVO QW structures. Figure 1 shows
the ARPES intensity map for STVO ultrathin films for x= 0.6–1.0
taken along the Γ–X direction along with the momentum dis-
tribution curve (MDC) at the Fermi level (EF) and the energy
distribution curve (EDC) at the Γ point. The thickness of STVO
ultrathin films (width of QW structures) is 6ML. According to the
band-structure calculations39,40, the band structures of SrVO3

(STVO with x= 1.0) along the Γ–X direction consist of three
bands: two degenerate parabolic dispersions derived from the dxy
and dzx states and a nearly nondispersive dyz state. In the QW
structure, only dyz and dzx states are subject to quantization owing
to the orbital-selective quantization reflecting the anisotropic
orbital nature of V 3d t2g states6,7. Here, the ARPES images consist
of only the dzx bands of V 3d t2g states in the present experimental
geometry (see Supplementary Fig. 2), owing to the dipole selection
rules for the light polarizations and each orbital symmetry with
respect to the mirror plane41. Since the extraction of only the dzx-
derived subbands is optimal for quantitative analysis of QW for-
mation, we utilized this polarization geometry throughout the
present study.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, clear parabolic subband dispersions are
observed for SrVO3. The subbands in SrVO3 correspond to n= 1
(490meV) and 2 (230meV) from the bottom. It should be noted
that the spectral intensity of each quantized band significantly
depends on photon energy hν6,7, although the subband dispersions
themselves remain unchanged owing to the low-dimensional
character of the quantized states (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and
4). Since the intensity of n= 2 is maximum at hν= 82 eV (see
Supplementary Fig. 3), the ARPES data acquired at hν= 82 eV are
used in the detailed analysis discussed as follows. As x decreases,
the bottom energy of subbands approaches EF, reflecting the hole
doping associated with the chemical substitution of V (d1) with Ti
(d0), and the Fermi momentum kF consequently decreases. Each
quantization state gradually shifts by approximately 50meV per
x= 0.1 from x= 1.0 to 0.6, although the parabolic subband
dispersion itself remains almost unchanged. The rigid-band-like
behavior of V 3d states in the QW structures is consistent with that
of STVO thick films33, demonstrating that the fundamental
electronic structure of STVO QW structures is described by
the framework of the rigid-band model as in the case of STVO
thick films.

In contrast to the rigid-bandlike behavior in the subband
dispersion, the relative intensity of n= 2 to n= 1 states significantly
weakens with decreasing x, and n= 2 states seem to almost
disappear at x= 0.6, although the n= 1 states are still visible in the
ARPES images. The steep suppression in the n= 2 states relative to
n= 1 is highlighted in Fig. 2, where the ARPES spectra at the
Γ point are plotted aligned at the peak position of n= 1 (see also
Supplementary Fig. 5). Meanwhile, in the MDC at EF shown in the
top panels of Fig. 1, the peak width significantly increases with
reducing x. Since the MDC width (Δk) corresponds to 1/λ42, the
broadening of the MDC peak indicates that the λ value decreases
with decreasing x (see Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7), as in the case of
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STVO films33. These results suggest that the observed suppression
in the n= 2 states may originate from the reduction of λ.

Relationship between QW states and λ. In order to see the
spectral behavior in further detail, we extract the QW states of
n= 2 and n= 1 from the EDCs at the Γ point, as shown in
Fig. 2b. Each EDC is fitted by the combination of Voigt functions
corresponding to the respective subbands with a smooth back-
ground, multiplied by the Fermi-Dirac function. For the back-
ground, we used a function roughly representing a momentum-
independent background that was determined by integrating the
EDCs outside the Fermi surface (see Supplementary Figs. 8–10).
Such backgrounds may result from angle-integrated spectral
weight due to imperfections of the film surface and the broad tail
of intensity of the V-3d incoherent states located in the energy
range of 1.0–1.5 eV8,22. It should be noted that since there is no
reliable regression function for ARPES spectra, Voigt functions
were used for the EDC fitting, but the Gaussian width was
restricted to be above the experimental energy resolution of
25 meV. It can be observed from Fig. 2b that the line shape of the
EDCs is well reproduced by the present curve fitting, suggesting
the essential validity of the present curve fitting.

Subsequently, to address the relationship between the spectral
intensity suppression and the reduction of λ, we plot in Fig. 3 the
relative intensity (area under the curve) of n= 2 to n= 1 as a
function of λ for n= 1 (λn=1) and n= 2 (λn=2) that are estimated
from the MDCs at EF (see Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7).
Here, we explain why the relative intensity of n= 2 to n= 1 can be
used as an indicator for the suppression of QW states (standing
waves). In the n= 1 state, the half-wavelength of an envelope
function spans the well. The resultant n= 1 wave function is
expected to mimic a bulk-like wave function (no standing wave),
where a uniform traveling wave exists at the Γ point (k= 0). In this
situation, the spectral intensity of n= 1 is nearly indistinguishable
from that of the bulk-like electronic state (the electronic state due to
the traveling wave). In fact, the n= 1 subband in the STVO QW

structure is nearly identical to the band dispersion of bulk (see
Supplementary Figs. 11 and 12). This is consistent with the
previous report that the observed band structures for LaNiO3

ultrathin films, where no quantized states are observed, are in good
agreement with those of bulk22–25. Since the intensity of “n= 1”
observed in the ARPES spectra, i.e., the sum of the QW intensity
due to the envelope function and the intensity due to the traveling
wave, must remain constant regardless of the quantized state
formation, the relative intensity of n= 2 to “n= 1” is a good
indicator for evaluating the rate of formation of the quantized
levels. Furthermore, the bulk-like behavior of n= 1 states suggests
that it is reasonable to consider λn=1 as λ in “bulk” STVO.

It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the relative intensity of n= 2 to
n= 1 is proportional to λ, clearly demonstrating a proportional
relationship between the formation of QW states and λ. In Fig. 3, the
Ioffe–Regel (IR) criterion (λIFmin)43,44 for STVO that corresponds to
the interatomic spacing a of STVO (λIFmin= 3.82 – 3.91Å) is overlaid.
The line fit for the data (dashed line) suggests that the QW states may
vanish around the λIFmin, implying that the condition of QW-state
formation is responsible for the IR criterion (λ > a). These results
indicate that λ plays a decisive role in the formation of QW states.

Discussion
The physical meaning of λIFmin is that λ is equal to a (the nearest
neighbor V–V distance in STVO in the present case)43,44. Thus, for
λ > λIFmin, coherent quasiparticle conductivity is preserved, and the
system exhibits metallic conductivity, whereas it shows insulating
(bad metallic) behavior for λ < λIFmin, even in the existence of
density of states at EF. In fact, STVO undergoes a composition-
driven MIT at a critical composition of x= 0.4–0.6, where λ
becomes smaller than λIFmin owing to the reduction in λ induced by
the strong disorder due to the chemical substitution of V ions with
Ti ions33. Furthermore, the intensity of the quasiparticle peaks in
the ARPES spectra of STVO decreases significantly with decreasing
λ. Such spectral behavior was also observed for the present STVO
QW structures (see Supplementary Fig. 10). Since the coherent
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Fig. 1 In situ ARPES intensity plot along the Γ–X direction for STVO QW structures with x= 0.6–1.0. The MDCs at EF with an energy window of
±25meV are shown in the respective ARPES images (top panel), while EDCs at the Γ point [along the center line (kx= 0)] are on the right-hand side of
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quasiparticles cannot survive at λ < λIFmin 43,44, the formation of
QW states (standing waves) should disappear. In other words, the
QW states reflect the coherent phenomena of conduction electrons.
Thus, it is reasonable that the intensity of the QW states disappears
at λIFmin as a result of the depletion of coherent quasiparticle states.

Finally, we briefly discuss the origin of the puzzling absence of
QW states reported in all previous ARPES experiments on LaNiO3

ultrathin films22–25, although QW states appear in band structure
calculations32. LaNiO3 with a= 3.84 Å is a paramagnetic metal
similar to SrVO3

45 and exhibits better electrical conductivity at low
temperatures than SrVO3

22,25,33. Indeed, λ of LaNiO3 ultrathin films
(QW structures) ranges from 20 to 35 Å in the thickness range of
4–7ML25, which is larger than that of the STVO 6-ML QW
(λn=1= 5.1–18.5 Å and λn=2= 3.5–9.1 Å for x= 0.6–1.0). If λ is the
only condition for the formation of a quantized state, quantization
should also occur at LaNiO3 (Supplementary Discussion). Although
the origin of the absence of QW states in LaNiO3 is not clear at the
moment, one of the most likely scenarios for the lack of QW states in
LaNiO3 is the low reflectivity at the surface and interface.

Another condition for the formation of standing waves is high
reflectivity at the surface and interface. To satisfy this condition, a
steep and uniform potential barrier must be formed at the surface
and interface. In bulk perovskite nickelates, it is well known that
their physical properties are very sensitive to the Ni-O-Ni bond

angle and that the reduction of the bond angle causes the transition
from metal to insulator45. A recent scanning transmission electron
microscopic study on LaNiO3/LaAlO3 revealed that the bond angle
was significantly modulated in the interface and surface regions
owing to compressive strain (–1.3%) and relaxation from lattice
mismatch, respectively32. The existence of such transient layers at
the boundaries compromises the sharpness of the potential wall
and consequently hinders the formation of quantization states
because of a decrease in reflectivity. In addition, roughness and
disorder at the surface and interface induce the inhomogeneities in
reflectance at the boundaries. The resultant spatial randomness in
the phase shift of wave reflection may be responsible for the sup-
pression of standing wave formation (see Supplementary Fig. 13).
Furthermore, the difference in the local electronic states due to the
inhomogeneities may also hinder the formation of standing waves.

In sharp contrast to the nickelate case, the physical properties
of SrVO3 are not very sensitive to changes in bond angle and
structural modulation46. The metallic states in SrVO3 are robust
to the change in the V-O-V bond angle; SrVO3 with Ca sub-
stitution (Ca1–xSrxVO3) remains metallic in the entire x range, in
which the V-O-V bond angle is changed from 180° to 160°46.
Furthermore, the lattice mismatch between SrVO3 and SrTiO3 is
tensile (+1.6%), leading to no change in the bond angle in SrVO3

(180°) and resultant much less randomness at the interface. In
fact, the previous ARPES on SrTiO3/SrVO3/SrTiO3 QW struc-
tures revealed that nearly ideal quantum confinement is achieved
at the interface with SrTiO3 by analyzing the phase shifts38.
Although complex interactions of strongly correlated electrons at
the surfaces and interfaces47–51 must be considered, these facts
suggest that the reflectivity of electrons at surfaces and interfaces
is crucial for the presence or absence of quantization of strongly
correlated electrons in QW structures. To clarify the issue, further
systematic investigation is required. In particular, the influence of
potential-barrier degradation on the QW states should be
examined. In addition, it should be kept in mind that the effects
of other parameters, such as electron density, cannot be ruled out
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in the present study. In order to clarify the quantization condi-
tions of strongly correlated electrons, theoretical calculations
incorporating such effects, as well as the complex interactions of
strongly correlated electrons, are desired. Such calculations are
certainly necessary to understand the puzzling absence of QW
states in some oxides, but this issue remains to be resolved.

Conclusion
In summary, we have performed in situ ARPES on STVO QW
structures epitaxially grown on the lattice-matched SrTiO3

substrates. Using the linear controllability of λ in STVO films
while maintaining an atomically flat surface and a chemically
abrupt interface, we investigated the change of QW states as a
function of λ. The detailed analysis reveals the close relationship
between λ and the formation of standing waves in STVO QW,
demonstrating that λ plays one of the essential roles in forming
quantization states in correlated conductive oxides. The findings
of this study are expected to contribute to the understanding of
the puzzling phenomena occurring in the QW structure of
strongly correlated oxides and the quest for novel quantum
phenomena by designing the wave function of their strongly
correlated electrons.

Methods
Laser molecular-beam epitaxy. Digitally controlled STVO ultrathin films (QW
structures) were grown on the atomically flat (001) surfaces of TiO2-terminated
Nb:STO substrates in a laser molecular-beam epitaxy chamber connected to an
ARPES system at BL-2A MUSASHI of the Photon Factory (PF)9,52. During the
growth, the thickness was precisely and digitally controlled on the atomic scale by
monitoring the intensity oscillation of reflective high-energy electron diffraction
spots. The growth condition details are described in earlier reports6–9,33,37,38, and
the characterizations of the grown films are provided in Supplementary Note 1.
It should be noted that the characterization results for the STVO films were
essentially identical to those reported in a previous study33.

In situ angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. After growth, the QW
structures were transferred to the ARPES chamber under an ultrahigh vacuum of
10−10 Torr to avoid the degradation of the sample surfaces on exposure to air. The
ARPES experiments were conducted in situ under an ultrahigh vacuum of 10−11

Torr at a temperature of 20 K using horizontal linear polarization of the incident
light (see Supplementary Fig. 2). The energy and angular resolutions were set to
approximately 25 meV and 0.3°, respectively. The EF of the samples was calibrated
by measuring a gold foil that was electrically connected to the samples. Details of
the ARPES measurement setups are described in a previous study9. The surface
structure and cleanliness of the STVO QW structures were examined by low-
energy electron diffraction and core-level photoemission measurements immedi-
ately before the ARPES measurements. We have carefully characterized the
thickness of the STVO layers, and the chemical abruptness of the STVO/STO
interfaces, by analyzing the relative intensities of the relevant core levels. Because it
is known that SrTiO3 and SrVO3 host oxygen vacancies upon irradiation with light
and exhibit signature spectral features near EF12–16,53, we paid special attention to
the possibility of spectral changes induced by light irradiation. Owing to the
relatively large spot size (200 μm × 500 μm) of the synchrotron light at PF, there
were no detectable spectral differences before and after 70 min of synchrotron-light
irradiation (Supplementary Fig. 14). Nonetheless, we changed the location of the
light spot within each sample every 60 min during the spectroscopic measurements
to avoid possible irradiation-induced effects.

Data availability
All data supporting the key findings of this study are available within the article and
its Supplementary Information. All raw data generated during the current study are
available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

Code availability
All the codes to analyze the experimental data in this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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